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Abstract In this paper we address the problem of nuclear segmentation in cancer tissue images, that is critical for specific protein activity quantification and for cancer diagnosis and therapy. We present a fully-automated morphology-based technique able to perform accurate nuclear segmentations in images with heterogeneous staining and multiple tissue layers and we compare it with an alternate semi-automated method based on a well established segmentation approach, namely active contours. We discuss active contours’ limitations in the segmentation of immunohistochemical images and we demonstrate and motivate through extensive experiments the better accuracy of our fully-automated approach compared to various active contours implementations.
1 INTRODUCTION

Bio-image processing leads to the development of diagnostic tools helping pathologists and genetists in the quantification of biological activities related to diseases as well as in the design of targeted therapies [1, 2, 3]. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) [4] is a well-established imaging technique that exploits intensity of stains in tissue images to quantify the protein activity related to cancer development. Image processing techniques in this context are devoted to the accurate and objective quantification and localization of such activity in specific regions of the tissue such as cytoplasm, membranes and nuclei.

In this paper we address the problem of nuclear segmentation in immunohistochemical (IHC) tissue images, that is critical for further investigations on target protein activity [5]. The main motivations of our work are: i) to overcome the limitations of the existing methods with a fully-automated morphology-based technique; ii) to provide a better segmentation accuracy compared to a widely used and trusted method in Computer Vision and medical image processing, namely active contours, which is not well-performing in IHC tissue image segmentation. A deep quantitative evaluation of the accuracy of our morphology-based methods and active contours is provided.

Nuclear segmentation in IHC tissue images is a challenging task due to the intrinsic complexity of tissue images and to the many sources of variability that affect IHC technique. Main challenges are related to the non predictable size and shape non uniformity induced by the pathological process and by the lack of homogeneity of nuclear regions both in terms of morphological and chromatic features. From the morphological viewpoint, problems for segmentation arise from the presence of overlapping cells and nuclei, which are extremely difficult to separate, as well as to the presence in the sample of other non pathological structures (e.g. connective tissue structures, blood vessels, lymphocytes, etc) which may lead to segmentation errors. From the chromatic viewpoint, nuclear regions are characterized by non-uniform stain intensity and color, thus preventing a trivial segmentation based on color separation. In fact, the superposition of tissue layers as well as the diffusion of the dyes on the tissue surface may bring the stains to contaminate the background or other cellular regions which are different from their specific target. Moreover, different portions of the same tissue area may be not equally enlightened and stained.

We present a fully-automated nuclear segmentation technique that exploits morphological and chromatic characteristics of the tissue in order to recognize images with nuclear, cellular membrane and cytoplasm activations; this allows the method to adapt to the characteristics of the image without any user-interaction. In our technique we separate nuclei from background by exploiting local analysis of intensity distribution in the neighborhood of each cell, that depends on the expected size of the cell and then on image resolution; this minimizes the effect of noise as well as of uneven staining and inhomogeneous enlightenment; then we separate clusters through our enhanced watershed technique which merges oversplit nuclei by exploiting specific chromatic characteristics of the cells.

Our morphology-based technique is compared to active contours, that is a well known and trusted technique in biomedical image processing [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. However in the context of IHC tissue imaging remarkable intensity variations inside and outside the cellular regions to be segmented stress the limitations of active contours, calling for morphology-based approaches where the specific features of IHC images can be effectively expressed and exploited. Extensive experimental results show that our method is more accurate than various formulations of active contours in segmenting nuclei in IHC tissue images. Besides accuracy, another key metric to evaluate a bio-image processing tool is its autonomy with respect to operator input. Active contours is generally a semi-automated method that requires the operator to define a curve which the algorithm cripples iteratively to fit the boundary of the target region. On the contrary, the morphology-based technique we present in this paper provides a completely automated nuclear segmentation. To enable fully automated procedure, we also developed a pre-classification step to distinguish images showing nuclear protein activation from membrane and

Figure 1: IHC tissue images. From the left: membrane activations (x400); cytoplasm activations (x200); nuclear activations (x800).
cytoplasm activation, so that a pathologist can give any set of tissue images as input to the tool which will recognize the type of activation and provide the quantification result as output.

A quantification technique for detection of protein activity in cytoplasm/membranes has been already presented in our previous paper [5]. In this work, we integrate the proposed nuclei segmentation technique in a fully automated tool for protein activity quantification in cancer tissues in all cell compartments (either membrane, cytoplasm or nuclei). Compared to our previous work [11], this paper provides a new set of experimental results on which a novel statistical method is applied in order to obtain more extensive comparison of morphology-based and active contours technique. Moreover we extend the examination to all the most widely known typologies of formulations of active contours present in literature, providing for each typology exhaustive discussion of its limitations in the segmentation of IHC tissue images.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the morphological procedure. Section 3 discusses active contours based approaches. Section 4 describes the implementation details and Section 5 shows experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PROPOSED APPROACH: MORPHOLOGY-BASED PROCEDURE

In this section we present our fully-automated morphology-based procedure for nuclear segmentation in IHC tissue images. In this procedure well known morphological operators and novel techniques which exploit morphological and chromatic characteristics of the tissue are applied in order to solve the technical problems related to the segmentation of nuclei in IHC images that were already discussed in the previous section.

The accurate tracking of nuclear membranes is fundamental in IHC analysis. This is true not only for images with nuclear activations but also for images showing membrane as well as cytoplasm activations. In fact nuclear segmentation is usually the first step for the segmentation and quantification of protein activity of the other cellular compartments (i.e. cellular membranes and cytoplasm) [5] therefore a lack of accuracy of this step may alter IHC analysis in a substantial way.

Differently from recent methods in literature [12, 13, 14, 15] our technique does not require any manual intervention by the operator, thus overcoming the subjectivity and long time-consumption of manual analysis. Moreover, our method is a comprehensive procedure able to process images with nuclear as well as with membrane or cytoplasm activity without needing any apriori knowledge about the sample. This is possible thanks to a pre-classification step that enables the automated adaptation of the procedure to the type of the image.

The images considered in this paper are characterized by blue stain (Hematoxylin, H) for highlighting the tissue structure, which represents the background. Brown stain (Diaminobenzidine, DAB) reveals protein activity. Specific proteins are active in the cellular membranes of the pathological cells, others in the cytoplasm, others in the nuclei. As shown in Fig. 2, in images with membrane or cytoplasm activity nuclei are always blue-colored since the brown stain reveals protein activity that is localized respectively in the cellular membrane or in the cytoplasm of the cells; in images with nuclear activity the protein activity is rather localized in the nuclei, so that nuclei may be either blue or brown-colored.

In particular, nuclei that are negative to the target protein are blue, nuclei that are positive are brown.

It follows that a preventive discrimination of the location of protein activity as nuclear or non-nuclear (including in the latter either membrane or cytoplasm) is critical for fully-automated nuclear segmentation in that it leads to infer the specific color characteristics of the nuclei and to automatically adapt the segmentation procedure to those characteristics without any a-priori knowledge about the type of the image. The main steps of the procedure are the following.

2.1 Separation of Stains

The original RGB image is separated into two monochromatic images containing respectively the contribution of the brown stain (i.e. DAB) and of the blue stain (i.e. H), as reported in the example of Fig. 3. For this purpose, a specific color deconvolution algorithm [16] is used, since it was shown to achieve better results than other
color segmentation methods, especially in IHC applications [17]. Furthermore, it allows accurate separation not only of H and DAB but of all the standard histological stains (e.g. H-E, H AEC, etc.) as well as of any other stains, provided that their RGB vectors are experimentally determined. The color deconvolution plugin [18] was integrated to our algorithm.

2.2 Pre-Classification of Images

The image is pre-classified as image with nuclear or non-nuclear activity by analyzing the distribution of the brown stain in the image. As shown by Fig. 1, images with nuclear activity are characterized by a granular distribution of the brown dye: brown-colored regions have a well-defined round shape and nuclear-like dimension; in fact, the brown stain is always localized in the nuclei. On the contrary, in images with membrane/cytoplasm activity brown regions are less characterized in shape and dimension: nuclear-like regions may be present again, but they are not prevalent as in the former case.

Therefore the amount of nuclear-like brown regions can be effectively used to discriminate between nuclear and non-nuclear activity. In particular, in our technique the percentage of brown pixels belonging to regions with nuclear-like shape and dimension is adopted as classification feature.

First of all, our method detects the portions of tissue stained by brown. This is achieved through automated thresholding, i.e. by imposing an intensity threshold to the brown monochromatic component and selecting pixels whose intensities are lower than the threshold. The optimal threshold is obtained through the well-established Isodata algorithm [19]. Then nuclear-like particles are highlighted on the base of their shape and dimension: regions with low circularity or very small area are selectively removed.

Finally the percentage of pixels of stained tissue belonging to nuclear-like regions is calculated. This is a measure of the amount of nuclear-like activations in the image. Nuclear-like activations below 20% classify the image in the category of non-nuclear protein activity: in fact protein activations are predominantly localized in the cellular membranes or in the cytoplasm; nuclear-like activations above 20% classify the image in the category of nuclear protein activity.

2.3 Segmentation of Nuclear Membranes.

2.3.1 Binarization

Nuclei are separated from background through automated thresholding of the monochromatic images coming from stains’ separation. Since intensity level may vary among different regions of the sample because of inhomogeneous illumination and inconsistent staining, that are typical problems of IHC imaging [20], a local adaptive
threshold [21] dependent on the local distribution of the intensities is applied. This leads to a better accuracy than traditional global thresholding. The procedure is customized through a statistical analysis of local intensity distribution. This analysis aims to minimize the effects of unrepresentative pixel values due to noise. The size of neighborhood is selected taking into account the resolution of the image and the dimension of nuclei (for details see [22]). An example of intermediate results after binarization is reported in Fig. 4(b).

For images with non-nuclear activity the only contribution of the blue stain is considered to distinguish nuclei from background. On the contrary, for images with nuclear activity both the contributions of the blue and the brown stains are binarized and merged through binary union.

2.3.2 Separation of Clustered Nuclei

Overlapped particles are separated through watershed algorithm [23]. As it is well known, intensity variations may lead watersheds to over-segmentation errors (i.e. to split individual nuclei in more than one particle). See Fig. 4(c) for an example. This problem arises especially in images with membrane/cytoplasm activations, due to the local intercontaminations of the two dyes used to highlight different cellular structures (i.e. nuclei and cellular membranes, or nuclei and cytoplasm, respectively). Unfortunately these intercontaminations occur quite often, being a consequence of the staining procedure.

In our approach over-segmentations are prevented through selective remerging of the split nuclei. First of all, the couples of particles split by watersheds are selected and the interposed area between each couple is scanned, thus computing the relative amount of blue and brown pixels. Couples of particles with a prevalence of brown pixels (i.e. belonging to cellular membrane or cytoplasm) in the interposed area are interpreted as two separated nuclei and left unchanged. On the contrary couples with a prevalence of blue pixels (i.e. belonging to nuclei) in the interposed area are interpreted as a single nucleus and remerged (see [22]). An example of intermediate results after selective remerging of oversegmentations is reported in Fig. 4(d).

2.3.3 Postprocessing

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the presence in the same sample of different types of tissues and cells adds a further element of complexity to the segmentation of IHC tissue images; in particular, lymphocytes that are usually smaller than nuclei but may appear very similar in shape and color may lead to segmentation errors. This problem is handled in our procedure through size analysis. Particles whose area is considerably lower than the average area of all the detected nuclei are not included in the final segmentation. See Fig. 4(c) for an example of intermediate results after postprocessing.

The boundaries of the detected nuclei are extracted and outlined, as reported in Fig. 4(f). The best-fitting ellipse of each boundary is calculated in order to smooth and regularize the curve in presence of noise and/or stain inhomogeneities.

3 ALTERNATE APPROACH: ACTIVE CONTOURS

Our morphology-based method is compared in this work with active contours (also called snakes), a highly popular approach in Computer Vision that was successfully used in several applications including medical imaging [24, 25]. In this section we describe how we applied active contours to IHC tissue image segmentation.

First of all, preliminary tests were carried out in order to select the most effective formulations of active contours for the segmentation of nuclei in IHC tissue images; then we performed extensive comparisons with our morphology-based approach.

In our tests active contours with shape priors, which integrate in the evolution equation prior shape knowledge about the segmented objects [26, 27, 28, 29, 30], obtained poor results and were disregarded. In fact nuclei in IHC pathological tissue may be affected by unpredictable size or shape variations induced by the tumor or by mechanical and thermal stress related to the preparation of the sample, thus calling for more flexible shape models.

We considered for our purpose both parametric [24, 31, 32] and geometric active contours [33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. Geometric approaches are renowned for being computationally more complex than the former due to their higher-dimensional formulation, but also for offering a great flexibility in accounting for topological changes during the curve evolution and for being less dependent on the curve initialization thanks to the ability of level sets to split, merge and vanish across the image. This flexibility would allow to detect several nuclei in the sample by initializing only one or few curves in the image. For example, in Fig. 5 one single curve initialized in the center of the image was sufficient for the active contour to reach and detect all the nuclei in the slide. It is a state of the art approach with a variational level set formulation that is particularly intended for the segmentation of objects with intensity inhomogeneities and weak boundaries. Nevertheless geometric level sets tend to split in presence of heterogeneous staining and to merge together clustered nuclei, thus leading to segmentation errors that would require extensive postprocessing to be corrected. This would increase further...
Figure 5: Segmentation of nuclei with geometric active contours. As it is visible from the image, after 2000 iterations all the nuclei have been detected and bounded by the evolving curve.

the computational complexity of the segmentation procedure. Fig. 5 shows an example of image with nuclear activations, where nuclei are generally better imaged and then easier to segment compared to images with membrane and cytoplasm activations. In the same type of images parametric active contours [31] performed much better, as it is shown in the example of Fig. 6(a). Also experiments on images with membrane as well as cytoplasm activations showed a better performance of parametric over geometric active contours (see Fig. 6(b)). Therefore the tests we performed on real tissue images led us to prefer parametric formulation to geometric level set formulation.

Active contours may be classified according to the formulation of the image term guiding the evolving curve towards the target boundary as either edge-based snakes, based on local gradient information, or region-based snakes, based on global image information (e.g. statistical features). The former are generally more precise than the latter. However, region-based formulations are less sensitive to curve initialization and to noise and have less difficulties moving into concavities. Several attempts to integrate edge-based and region-based information [38, 39] have also led to the development of mixed snakes.

In this work we made experiments with edge-based, region-based as well as with mixed energy active contours using the parametric spline-based formulations presented in [31], among the most theoretically valuable in literature. Its main prerogative is the formulation of image energy as linear combination of either edge-based (taking into account gradient magnitude as well as its direction) and region-based terms, thus inheriting the advantages of both [32]. The relative contribution of the two terms can be modulated through simple variation of the coefficients, so that a general unifying framework is provided which includes all the most widely used formulations of active contours. Further details are provided in [31, 32, 40].

We developed a semi-automated procedure that consists in feeding active contours with initial boundaries manually traced by a pathologist and with a monochromatic image that provides the information needed for the calculation of the image energy term. The active contours automatically converge to the final nuclear boundaries. The procedure allows the user to choose between three different active contours’ formulations, respectively with edge-based, region-based and mixed image energy (i.e. equally weighted linear combination of edge and region-based terms). In case of sample with membrane/cytoplasm activity, i.e. with only blue colored nuclei (see Fig. 2), image energy is calculated considering the contribution of the only blue stain. On the contrary, in case of sample with nuclear activity, i.e. with either blue or brown colored nuclei, image energy is obtained by the contributions of both the dyes, therefore the two monochromatic stains are merged together through bitwise AND operation. The techniques for pre-classification of image and separation of stains are the same used for the morphology-based approach and described in Section 2.

As it is well known, one of the major drawbacks of active contours is that they are extremely sensitive to curve initialization, and they may show a lack of convergence far away from the target boundary [25]. Another major drawback is the lack of convergence caused by other attractors located close to the target. An example
of such limitations is shown in Fig. 7, where the red curves are the initial boundaries traced by the operator and the black curves are the final boundaries obtained through active contours approach. In order to obtain the best performance achievable by active contours, in our experiments the operator was asked to trace the initial curves very close to the nuclear membranes. Results of the experiments are reported in Section 5.

The parameters of the active contours (e.g. knot spacing, etc.) were tuned by running experiments on real IHC images and are provided in our URL [41].

4 IMPLEMENTATION

The procedures were implemented in Java as plugins for ImageJ [42], a public domain software for image analysis and processing. We inherited the whole class hierarchy of ImageJ 1.38 API and the open-source plugins and macros for color deconvolution, local thresholding and spline-based snakes [18, 43, 40] and we implemented our own functions and classes. The parameters of both the methods were set by running experiments on real IHC images. See our URL [41] and [22] for details.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our morphology-based method and the active contours approach were compared on the same real IHC images, on about 800 nuclei. These images showed lung cancer tissue stained by H-DAB and were acquired through high resolution confocal microscopy with three different enlargements (x200, x400 and x800). Ten different histological samples were used to take the pictures: five of these samples showed activations of the target protein in the cellular membrane of the cancerous cells, two in the cytoplasm and the remaining three in the nuclei (see Fig. 1 for some examples).

The morphology-based method did not require any manual intervention by the user, since it is fully-automated, whereas active contours had to be manually initialized by a skilled operator by tracing boundaries very close to the target nuclear membranes, thus leading the active contours to the best performance achievable.

In order to perform an exhaustive comparison, experiments were run with three active contours, with different formulations of the image energy functional, i.e. respectively edge-based, region-based and mixed (with equally weighted linear combination of edge and region-based terms [41]).

We evaluated the accuracy of the segmentations performed by both the automated and the semi-automated methods through a very strict pixel-wise comparison with reference nuclei provided by manual operators; this procedure was repeated for each of the nuclei in our validation dataset (about 800). Then the tested methods were compared with each other on the basis of the distribution of the accuracy values achieved in the same validation dataset. In addition we performed a nucleus-by-nucleus paired comparison of the tested methods and we calculated the percentage of nuclei in which the best technique overcame the other methods; this provides a measure of the effective recurrence of the superiority of the best technique over the other approaches.

Segmentation accuracy was estimated as

\[
\text{Accuracy}(\%) = 100 \cdot \left[ 1 - \frac{\sum (R \ XOR \ A)}{\sum (R \ OR \ A)} \right],
\]

where \( R \) is a binary image where pixels belonging to the reference manual nucleus are set to 1 and \( A \) is a binary image where pixels enclosed by the nuclear boundary provided by the automated (or semi-automated) procedure are set to 1. As shown by Fig. 9, \( R \ XOR \ A \) returns the pixels that were misclassified by the automated method (i.e. non-nuclear pixels classified as nuclear and vice-versa) whereas \( R \ OR \ A \) returns the totality of the evaluated pixels: therefore accuracy is the complementary of the percentage of misclassification. Manual segmentation may lack reproducibility [12] due to the critical characteristics of IHC tissue images (e.g. small dimension of nuclei, superposition of cells and tissues, heterogeneity of staining, intercontamination of dyes, etc.). To improve the objectivity of our validation for each nucleus ten skilled operators were asked to outline

Figure 7: Example of active contours’ segmentation (manual initial boundaries in red, final converged active contours in black).
Figure 8: Box and whisker plots of the accuracy values achieved by the proposed morphology-based method (M.C.) and respectively by gradient-based (A.C.1), mixed (A.C.2) and region-based (A.C.3) active contours in the overall validation dataset as well as in only images with membrane, cytoplasm or nuclear activity. The overall accuracy data are represented with green dots and superimposed to the plots.

manually the nuclear membrane. Thereafter, the reference nucleus used for the validation was defined by only those pixels enclosed by the most part of the ten manual boundaries.

The accuracy values achieved by each of the tested methods in the validation dataset are reported in the box and whisker plots of Fig. 8. We chose this widely used representation technique in descriptive statistics since it is particularly useful to display differences between populations without making any assumptions of the underlying statistical distribution. The box have horizontal lines at the three data distribution's quartiles, i.e. the three values which divide the sorted data set of accuracy values into four equal parts, so that each part represents one fourth of the sampled population. The lowest horizontal line of the box detects the lower quartile of the accuracy distribution, that cuts off the lowest 25% of the accuracy values; the second line, shown in red, detects the second quartile or median accuracy value, that cuts accuracy distribution in half; the upper horizontal line detects the upper quartile value of the accuracy distribution, that cuts off the lowest 75% (or the highest 25%) of the accuracy values. The so-called whiskers are vertical dotted lines extending from each end of the box to show the extent of the rest of the data. The overall accuracy data related to the about 800 tested nuclei are superimposed to the box and whisker plots and represented with green dots. As it is standard practice, data with values beyond the ends of the whisker are considered outliers and represented with red crosses. Our results are available also in tabular form at URL.

As it is shown by Fig. 8, the median value of the accuracy achieved by our proposed method (detected by the red horizontal line of the box) is higher than the median values of the approaches based on active contours in all the considered datasets. In particular, the median accuracy value of the morphology-based method is around 85% and it overcomes median accuracy of edge-based, mixed and region-based active contours of about 10%. Also the comparisons of the lower and upper quartile values (detected respectively by lowest and the highest horizontal line of the box) confirm the superiority of the morphology-based approach over the active contours. Moreover, the extension of the distribution of accuracy values achieved by the morphology-based method (represented by the whiskers’s extension) is always lower compared to active contours, thus showing less variability of performance.

Mean accuracy values obtained respectively in samples with membrane, cytoplasm and nuclear activity are shown in the graph of Fig. 10: the morphology-based technique achieved the best mean accuracy at all times. Despite they were manually initialized very close to the target boundaries, all the three formulations of active contours tested in our experiments were overcome by our fully-automated procedure. In particular, the morphology-based method achieved on average an 84% accuracy, overcoming mean accuracy of edge-based, mixed and region-based active contours of respectively 10%, 12% and 14%; these values were obtained by averaging the accuracy achieved in all the tested nuclei.

Nucleus-by-nucleus paired comparison of the tested methods confirmed the superiority of the morphology-based technique over the active contours: in fact we obtained that its accuracy was higher than edge-based,
mixed and region-based active contours’ accuracy respectively in 65%, 66% and 67% of the evaluated nuclei.

It must be noted that edge-based snakes performed slightly better than region-based snakes mainly because the initial curve drawn by the skilled operator is very well fitting to the nuclear membrane. However, active contours still fail in detecting nuclear regions in presence of intensity gradients inside the region. Moreover, it is well known that edge-based snakes are the most sensitive to curve initialization [31], so they might have lacked convergence if the initial curve had not been so close to the nuclear membrane as it was in our experiments. Region-based active contours are less sensitive to gradients, however this technique also fails when nuclei are characterized by non-homogeneous staining. Moreover, because it is based on statistical characterization of background, its performance is worse when images contain heterogeneous regions with different distribution and density of nuclei. The main reasons for the superiority of the morphology-based approach we propose lies in the binarization step and separation of clustered nuclei. The binarization step handles the heterogeneity of staining and the consistent intensity variations within the target through the adaptive local thresholding algorithm. The local nature of this approach enables a better distinction between the colored nuclear regions and the background. As a result, regions are successfully identified even if they are characterized by intensity variations and heterogeneous staining. On the other side, the enhanced watershed algorithm exploits color information to merge oversegmented nuclei compared to active-contours that take gray-scale images as input. RGB versions of active contours [6, 10] suffer from similar limitations in that they cannot handle heterogeneous stained local regions. Ultimately we found out that active contours are in general not expressive enough to handle complex and heterogeneous chromatic information in IHC, where the targets cannot be distinguished by simple color/texture features. Therefore a correct segmentation requires high-level interpretation of the biological information carried by color, which is actually not provided by any available active contours formulation.

Fig. 11 shows examples of nuclear segmentations performed by the tested techniques (most evident errors made by active contours are highlighted in red).

![Figure 10: Mean percentage accuracy achieved by the tested techniques in validation samples with membrane, cytoplasm or nuclear activity.](image1)

![Figure 11: Examples of nuclear segmentations performed by the tested methods. Most evident errors made by active contours are highlighted in red.](image2)

### 6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we addressed the problem of nuclear segmentation in cancer tissue images comparing the effectiveness of morphology-based technique and active contours approach. Extensive experimental results show that our fully-automated morphology-based technique is more accurate in IHC tissue images than various formulation of
state-of-the-art semi-automated active contours, since it is less sensitive to intensity and color variations within the target region as well as overlapped nuclei that deviate the active contours far from the target. Our future work will include the extension of our morphology-based technique to other types of biomedical images as well as to 3D applications.
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